
 

MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR
BP MODULES 

 

SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 
Standard SPM mounts are mill-finish aluminum (-MA). Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided with all racks. For 
anodized aluminum (-AA) racks add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel band clamps are provided with each mount for 
attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or through bolts. U-
bolts are available on request. 

BP350-585*  BP125 

BP160-175 BP195-200Model 
Number

BPSX20/
30* 

BPSX40/
50*BPSX5/10*

 

PS MA PS MA PS MA PS MA
 

   

        

DP-SPM1-     $85     $110 $145 $140 $160 $230 $240 $275 $275 $290 $290 
DP-SPM2-     $170     $200 $220 $265 $315 $320 $370 $415 $450 $435 $480 
DP-SPM3-    $345 $405  $520  $580   
DP-SPM4-    $415 $465  $630  $765+   

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

  

 

350/365/ 
380/585* 

BP125 BP160-175 BP190-200 350/365/
380/585* 

BP125 BP160-
175

BP190-200 

 

DP-RGM1- $130 $165 $190 $200 $105 $135 $145 $150 
DP-RGM2- $190 $250 $300 $315 $145 $215 $270 $285 
DP-RGM3- $235 $345 $405 $425 $200 $300 $375 $395 
DP-RGM4- $315 $450 $530+ $555 $270 $415 $485+ $510 
DP-RGM5- $425+ $560+ $640+ $670 $375+ $505+ $600+ $630 
DP-RGM6- $480+ $635+ $760+ $800 $425+ $565+ $705+ $740 

*You must specify module when ordering.    
We offer two leg styles:                                                         
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model  
Number

  

 

350/365/
380/585* 

BP125 BP160-176 BP195-200 350/365/
380/585* 

 

BP125 BP160-175 BP195-200  

DP-LPRGM3- $390 $430 $540 $565 $370 $395 $490 $515 
DP-LPRGM4- $435 $485 $600 $630 $410 $450 $545 $570 
DP-LPRGM5- $490 $560 $655 $690 $450 $530 $615 $645 
DP-LPRGM6- $535 $605 $715 $750 $510 $565 $670 $705 
DP-LPRGM8- $605 $720   $570  $690   

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)  

Model Number 
350/365/
380/585* 

 

BP125 BP160-175 BP195-200 350/365/
380/585* 

BP125 BP160-175 BP195-200  

DP-TTRGM4-   $690+ $725   $640+ $670 
DP-TTRGM6- $525 $600 $780+ $820 $485 $555 $735+ $770 
DP-TTRGM8- $555 $695 $910+ $955 $510 $640 $860+ $905 
DP-TTRGM10- $605  $1065+ $1120 $555  $1015+ $1065 

*You must specify module when ordering. 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 
 
 P0808 www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com                          DPW Solar 

4000-B Vassar Dr NE, Albuquerque, NM  87107  800-260-3792 

http://www.dpwsolar.com/
mailto:info@power-fab.com


 

MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
CANADIAN SOLAR MODULES 

 
 

SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 
SPM mounts are available in both painted steel (-PS) and mill-finish aluminum (-MA) versions. For anodized aluminum (-AA) racks 
add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided. Stainless steel band clamps are supplied with 
each mount for attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or 
through bolts. U-bolts are available on request. 

CSI170/180/190/200/210/220/230
Model Number

 

PS MA
 

  

DP-SPM1- $315 $315 
DP-SPM2- $500 $520 
DP-SPM3-  $670 
DP-SPM4-   

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 CSI170/180/190/200/210/220/230 CSI170/180/190/200/210/220/230  

DP-RGM1- $195 $160 
DP-RGM2- $310 $280 
DP-RGM3- $425 $395 
DP-RGM4- $555+ $510+ 
DP-RGM5- $670+ $630+ 
DP-RGM6-   

We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 
LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 

The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number   

 CSI170/180/190/200/210/220/230 CSI170/180/190/200/210/220/230  

DP-LPRGM3- $635 $570 
DP-LPRGM4- $705 $635 
DP-LPRGM5- $765 $715 
DP-LPRGM6-   
DP-LPRGM8-   

 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number   

 CSI170/180/190/200/210/220/230 CSI170/180/190/200/210/220/230  

DP-TTRGM4- $840+ $790+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $955+ $890+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $1105+ $1040+ 
DP-TTRGM10-   

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 
 
 

www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com                  DPW Solar 
4000-B Vassar Dr NE, Albuquerque, NM  87107  800-260-3792 

http://www.dpwsolar.com/
mailto:info@power-fab.com


 

MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
ET SOLAR MODULES 

 
 

SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 
SPM mounts are available in both painted steel (-PS) and mill-finish aluminum (-MA) versions. For anodized aluminum (-AA) racks 
add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided. Stainless steel band clamps are supplied with 
each mount for attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or 
through bolts. U-bolts are available on request. 

ET270
Model Number

 

PS MA
 

  

DP-SPM1- $380 $380 
DP-SPM2- $600 $625 
DP-SPM3-  $810 
DP-SPM4-   

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 ET270 ET270  

DP-RGM1- $230 $190 
DP-RGM2- $375 $335 
DP-RGM3- $510 $475 
DP-RGM4- $665+ $610+ 
DP-RGM5- $810+ $755+ 
DP-RGM6-   

We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 
LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 

The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 ET270 ET270  

DP-LPRGM3- $760 $685 
DP-LPRGM4- $845 $760 
DP-LPRGM5- $920 $855 
DP-LPRGM6-   
DP-LPRGM8-   

 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 ET270 ET270  

DP-TTRGM4- $1010+ $945+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $1145+ $1075+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $1325+ $1250+ 
DP-TTRGM10-   

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  
 

www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com  DPW Solar 
4000-B Vassar Dr NE, Albuquerque, NM  87107  800-260-3792 

http://www.dpwsolar.com/
mailto:info@power-fab.com


 

MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
EVERGREEN MODULES

 
 

SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 
Standard SPM mounts are mill-finish aluminum (-MA). Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided with all racks. For 
anodized aluminum (-AA) racks add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel band clamps are provided with each mount for 
attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or through bolts. U-
bolts are available on request. 

Model Number EG110/115/120 EG170/180/190  

DP-SPM1- $255 $315 
DP-SPM2- $390 $520 
DP-SPM3- $535 $670 
DP-SPM4- $695+  

 
 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 EG110/115/120 EG170/180/190 EG110/115/120 EG170/180/190  

DP-RGM1- $165 $195 $140 $160 
DP-RGM2- $270 $310 $235 $280 
DP-RGM3- $350 $425 $310 $395 
DP-RGM4- $465 $555+ $420+ $510+ 
DP-RGM5- $580+ $670+ $510+ $630+ 

We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 EG110/115/120 EG170/180/190 EG110/115/120 EG170/180/190  

DP-LPRGM3- $440 $635 $425 $565 
DP-LPRGM4- $505 $705 $480 $635 
DP-LPRGM5- $565 $765 $540 $715 
DP-LPRGM6- $620  $590  
DP-LPRGM8- $760  $715  

 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OPModel Number  

 EG110/115/120 EG170/180/190 EG110/115/120 EG170/180/190  

DP-TTRGM4- $560 $840+ $500 $790+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $610 $955+ $535 $900+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $710+ $1105+ $630+ $1040+ 
DP-TTRGM10- $835+  $735+  

 
 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 

 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com  DPW Solar 
4000-B Vassar Dr NE, Albuquerque, NM  87107  800-260-3792 

http://www.dpwsolar.com/
mailto:info@power-fab.com


 

MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
GEPV MODULES 

 
 

SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 
SPM mounts are available in both painted steel (-PS) and mill-finish aluminum (-MA) versions. For anodized aluminum (-AA) racks 
add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided. Stainless steel band clamps are supplied with 
each mount for attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or 
through bolts. U-bolts are available on request. 

Model 
Number GE30 GE45/50 GE65/70 GE100/110 GE165/173/200*     

 

 PS MA PS MA PS MA PS MA PS MA          

DP-SPM1- $135 $160 $160 $170 $140 $160 $230 $240 $290 $285 
DP-SPM2- $245 $315 $270 $340 $265 $315 $320 $370 $450 $475 
DP-SPM3-     $345 $405  $520  $600 
DP-SPM4-     $415 $465  $630  $800+ 

* You must specify module when ordering. 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 GE50 GE70 GE110 GE200* GE50 GE70 GE110 GE200*  

DP-RGM1- $135 $130 $165 $195 $110 $105 $135 $160 
DP-RGM2- $200 $190 $250 $310 $160 $145 $215 $280 
DP-RGM3- $245 $235 $345 $425 $210 $200 $300 $395 
DP-RGM4- $330 $315 $450 $555 $285 $270 $415 $510+ 
DP-RGM5- $445+ $425+ $560+ $670 $390 $375+ $505+ $630+ 
DP-RGM6- $500+ $480+ $635+  $440+ $425+ $565+  

We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number   

 GE50 GE70 GE110 GE200* GE50 GE70 GE110 GE200*  

DP-LPRGM3-    $390 $390 $430 $565    $370 $370 $395 $515 
DP-LPRGM4- $435 $435 $485 $630 $410 $410 $450 $565 
DP-LPRGM5- $490 $490 $560 $690 $450 $450 $530 $645 
DP-LPRGM6- $535 $535 $605  $510 $510 $565  
DP-LPRGM8- $615 $615 $720  $585 $585  $690  

 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number   

 GE50 GE70 GE110 GE200* GE50 GE70 GE110 GE200*  

DP-TTRGM4-    $730+    $685+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $525 $525 $600 $830+ $485 $485 $555 $780+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $560 $560 $695 $960+ $515 $515 $640 $910+ 
DP-TTRGM10- $605 $605   $555 $555   

* The price for racks built for the GE165 is the same price as racks built for the GE200 but you must specify the module 
when ordering the modules dimensions are not the same. 
 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.   
 
 

www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com           DPW Solar 
4000-B Vassar Dr NE, Albuquerque, NM  87107  800-260-3792 

http://www.dpwsolar.com/
mailto:info@power-fab.com


 

MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
KYOCERA MODULES 

 
 
SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 

SPM mounts are available in both painted steel (-PS) and mill-finish aluminum (-MA) versions. For anodized aluminum (-AA) racks 
add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided. Stainless steel band clamps are supplied with 
each mount for attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or 
through bolts. U-bolts are available on request. 

KC40-65T* KC85T KC130T/KD135* KC175T/KD180* KC200T/KD210*Model 
Number

 

 PS MA PS MA PS MA PS MA PS MA  

DP-SPM1- $150 $205 $205 $175 $220 $240 $290 $285 $290 $285 
DP-SPM2- $270 $280 $280 $340 $300 $370 $450 $475 $450 $475 
DP-SPM3- $325 $340 $340 $415 $415 $500  $600  $600 
DP-SPM4- $395   $460  $600  $800+  $800+ 

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 KC65-85T* 

KC130T/ 
KD135* 

KC175T/ 
KD180* 

KC200T/
KD210* 

KC65-85T* 

KC130T/ 
KD135* 

KC175T/ 
KD180*

KC200T/ 
KD210*  

DP-RGM1-   $150     $150      $195 $195    $130     $130     $160     $160 
DP-RGM2-   $240     $240      $310 $310    $205     $205     $280     $280 
DP-RGM3-   $305     $325      $425 $425    $270     $285     $395     $395 
DP-RGM4-   $395     $425      $555+ $555+    $350     $390    $510+     $510+ 
DP-RGM5-   $490+     $525+      $670+ $670+    $435+     $475+    $630+     $630+ 
DP-RGM6-      $595+        $530+   

We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP) 

Model Number KC65-85T* 

KC130T/
KD135* 

KC175T/ 
KD180* 

KC200T/
KD210* 

KC65-85T* 

KC130T/
KD135* 

KC175T/ 
KD180*

KC200T/ 
KD210*  

DP-LPRGM3- $380 $405 $565 $600 $340 $375 $515 $540 
DP-LPRGM4- $420 $450 $630 $660 $380 $420 $565 $600 
DP-LPRGM5- $480 $520 $690 $720 $415 $530 $645 $685 
DP-LPRGM6- $510 $555   $455 $525   
DP-LPRGM8-  $655    $620   

 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 KC65-85T* 

KC130T/
KD135* 

KC175T/ 
KD180* 

KC200T/
KD210* 

KC65-85T* 

KC130T/
KD135* 

KC175T/ 
KD180*

KC200T/ 
KD210*  

DP-TTRGM4-   $730+ $780+   $660+ $715+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $490 $555 $830+ $885+ $450 $520 $755+ $815+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $510 $640 $960+ $1030+ $480 $595 $880+ $935+ 
DP-TTRGM10- $530    $515         

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  
 
 
 

www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com           DPW Solar 
4000-B Vassar Dr NE, Albuquerque, NM  87107  800-260-3792 

http://www.dpwsolar.com/
mailto:info@power-fab.com


 

MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
MITSUBISHI MODULES 

 
 

SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 
Standard SPM mounts are mill-finish aluminum (-MA). Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided with all racks. For 
anodized aluminum (-AA) racks add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel band clamps are provided with each mount for 
attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or through bolts. U-
bolts are available on request. 

MT110/120 MT125/130 

MT160/170
Model Number

 

PS MA PS MA PS MA
 

      

DP-SPM1- $230 $240 $250 $265 $275 $275 
DP-SPM2- $320 $370 $390 $425 $415 $450 
DP-SPM3-  $520  $540  $580 
DP-SPM4-  $630  $730+  $765+ 

 
RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 

The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 MT110/120 MT125/130 MT160/170 MT110/120 MT125/130 MT160/170  

DP-RGM1- $165 $190 $190 $135 $145 $145 
DP-RGM2- $250 $300 $300 $215 $270 $270 
DP-RGM3- $345 $405 $405 $300 $375 $375 
DP-RGM4- $450 $530 $530+ $415 $485 $485+ 
DP-RGM5- $560+  $640+ $505+  $600+ 
DP-RGM6-   $760+   $705+ 

We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 
LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 

The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 MT110/120 MT125/130 MT160/170 MT110/120 MT125/130 MT160/170  

DP-LPRGM3- $430 $495 $540 $395 $445 $490 
DP-LPRGM4- $485 $540 $600 $450 $500 $545 
DP-LPRGM5- $560 $595 $655 $530 $560 $615 
DP-LPRGM6- $605 $650 $715 $565 $615 $670 
DP-LPRGM8- $720   $690  

 
 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 MT110/120 MT125/130 MT160/170 MT110/120 MT125/130 MT160/170  

DP-TTRGM4-  $620 $690+  $570 $640+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $600 $700 $780+ $555 $650 $735+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $695 $820 $910+ $640 $765 $860+ 
DP-TTRGM10-  $965 $1065  $910 $1015+ 

 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  
 

www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com  DPW Solar 
4000-B Vassar Dr NE, Albuquerque, NM  87107  800-260-3792 

http://www.dpwsolar.com/
mailto:info@power-fab.com


 

MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
REC MODULES 

 
 

SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 
SPM mounts are available in both painted steel (-PS) and mill-finish aluminum (-MA) versions. For anodized aluminum (-AA) racks 
add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided. Stainless steel band clamps are supplied with 
each mount for attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or 
through bolts. U-bolts are available on request. 

REC210/215/220/225/230
Model Number

 

PS MA
 

  

DP-SPM1- $315 $315 
DP-SPM2- $500 $520 
DP-SPM3-  $670 
DP-SPM4-   

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 REC210/215/220/225/230 REC210/215/220/225/230  

DP-RGM1- $195 $160 
DP-RGM2- $310 $280 
DP-RGM3- $425 $395 
DP-RGM4- $555+ $510+ 
DP-RGM5- $670+ $630+ 
DP-RGM6-   

We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 REC210/215/220/225/230 REC210/215/220/225/230  

DP-LPRGM3- $635 $565 
DP-LPRGM4- $705 $635 
DP-LPRGM5- $765 $715 
DP-LPRGM6-   
DP-LPRGM8-   

 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 REC210/215/220/225/230 REC210/215/220/225/230  

DP-TTRGM4- $840+ $790+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $955+ $900+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $1105+ $1040+ 
DP-TTRGM10-   

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  
 

www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com  DPW Solar 
4000-B Vassar Dr NE, Albuquerque, NM  87107  800-260-3792 
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MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
SANYO MODULES 

 
 
SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 

SPM mounts are available in both painted steel (-PS) and mill-finish aluminum (-MA) versions. For anodized aluminum (-AA) racks 
add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided. Stainless steel band clamps are supplied with 
each mount for attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or 
through bolts. U-bolts are available on request. 

SY167/180/190/200Model 
Number

 

PS MA 

  

DP-SPM1- $275 $275 
DP-SPM2- $415 $450 
DP-SPM3- $560 $580 
DP-SPM4- $735+ $765+ 

*Sanyo 167 and 180 modules are the same size. 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 SY167/180/190/200 SY167/180/190/200  

DP-RGM1- $195 $150 
DP-RGM2- $315 $280 
DP-RGM3- $425 $390 
DP-RGM4- $550+ $505+ 

 
We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 SY167/180/190/200 SY167/180/190/200  

DP-LPRGM2- $475 $420 
DP-LPRGM3- $560 $515 
DP-LPRGM4- $620 $560 
DP-LPRGM5- $685 $635 
DP-LPRGM6- $740 $695 

  

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 SY167/180/190/200 SY167/180/190/200  

DP-TTRGM4- $715 $665 
DP-TTRGM6- $810 $765 
DP-TTRGM8- $940 $895 

 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  
 
 

www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com  DPW Solar 
4000-B Vassar Dr NE, Albuquerque, NM  87107  800-260-3792 

http://www.dpwsolar.com/
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MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
SCHOTT MODULES 

 
 
SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 

SPM mounts are available in both painted steel (-PS) and mill-finish aluminum (-MA) versions. For anodized aluminum (-AA) racks 
add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided. Stainless steel band clamps are supplied with 
each mount for attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or 
through bolts. U-bolts are available on request. 

SCT210/217/220/225
Model Number

 

PS MA
 

  

DP-SPM1- $315 $315 
DP-SPM2- $500 $520 
DP-SPM3-  $670 
DP-SPM4-   

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 SCT210/217/220/225 SCT210/217/220/225  

DP-RGM1- $195 $160 
DP-RGM2- $310 $280 
DP-RGM3- $425 $395 
DP-RGM4- $555+ $510+ 
DP-RGM5- $670+ $630+ 
DP-RGM6-   

We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 SCT210/217/220/225 SCT210/217/220/225  

DP-LPRGM3- $635 $565 
DP-LPRGM4- $705 $635 
DP-LPRGM5- $765 $715 
DP-LPRGM6-   
DP-LPRGM8-   

 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number   

 SCT210/217/220/225 SCT210/217/220/225  

DP-TTRGM4- $840+ $790+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $955+ $900+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $1105+ $1040+ 
DP-TTRGM10-   

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  
 
 

www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com  DPW Solar 
4000-B Vassar Dr NE, Albuquerque, NM  87107  800-260-3792 
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MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
SHARP MODULES 

 

SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 
Standard SPM mounts are mill-finish aluminum (-MA). Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided with all racks. For 
anodized aluminum (-AA) racks add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel band clamps are provided with each mount for attachment 
to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or through bolts. U-bolts are 
available on request. 

SHP80 SHP123  SHP165-185 SHP167 SHP205-224Model 
Number

 

 PS MA PS MA PS MA PS MA PS MA  

DP-SPM1- $140 $160 $230 $240 $275 $275 $275 $285 $315 $315 
DP-SPM2- $265 $315 $320 $370 $415 $450 $430 $475 $500 $520 
DP-SPM3- $345 $405  $520  $580  $600  $670 
DP-SPM4- $415 $465  $630  $765+  $800+   

 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape orientation) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 SHP80 SHP12
3 

SHP175 SHP167 SHP208 SHP80 SHP12
3 

SHP175 SHP167 SHP208  

DP-RGM1- $130 $165 $190 $195 $195 $105 $135 $145 $150 $160 
DP-RGM2- $190 $250 $300 $310 $310 $145 $215 $270 $265 $280 
DP-RGM3- $235 $345 $405 $425 $425 $200 $300 $375 $375 $395 
DP-RGM4- $315 $450 $530+ $555+ $555+ $270 $415 $485+ $485+ $510+ 
DP-RGM5- $425+ $560+ $640+ $670+ $670+ $375+ $505+ $600+ $600+ $630+ 
DP-RGM6- $480+ $635+ $760+   $425+ $560+ $705+   

Please specify original frames or VE frames. SH175 includes SH165/170/180/185 modules; SH208 includes 205,208, 216,220,224. 
 
We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait orientation) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

SHP80 SHP12
3 

SHP17
5 

SHP16
7 

SHP20
8 

SHP80 SHP12
3 

SHP17
5 

SHP16
7

SHP20
8  

DP-LPRGM3- $390 $430 $540 $565 $635 $350 $395 $490 $515 $565 
DP-LPRGM4- $435 $485 $600 $630 $705 $390 $450 $545 $565 $635 
DP-LPRGM5- $490 $560 $655 $690 $765 $430 $530 $615 $645 $715 
DP-LPRGM6- $535 $605 $715   $485 $565 $670   
DP-LPRGM8- $615 $720    $555  $690    

Please specify original frames or VE frames. SH175 includes SH165/170/180/185 modules; SH208 includes 205,208, 216,220,224. 
 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait orientation).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

SHP80 SHP1
23 

SHP175 SHP1
67 

SHP208 SHP8
0 

SHP12
3 

SHP175 SHP167 SHP208  

DP-TTRGM4-   $690+ $730+ $840+   $640+ $685+ $790+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $525 $600 $780+ $830+ $955+ $485 $555 $735+ $780+ $900+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $560 $695 $910+ $960+ $1105+ $490 $640 $860+ $910+ $1040+ 
DP-TTRGM10- $605  $1065+   $530  $1015+   

Please specify original frames or VE frames. SH175 includes SH165/170/180/185 modules; SH208 includes 205,208, 216,220,224. 
 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials not 
listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 
 www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com  DPW Solar 
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MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
SHELL MODULES 

 
 

SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 
SPM mounts are available in both painted steel (-PS) and mill-finish aluminum (-MA) versions. For anodized aluminum (-AA) racks 
add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided. Stainless steel band clamps are supplied with 
each mount for attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or 
through bolts. U-bolts are available on request. 

 ST40, SM55 SP75/SQ80  SM110 SP150/SQ175 Model 
Number

SM6, SM10  
ST5, ST10*

ST20, 
SM20 

    

PS MA PS MA PS MA PS MA   

        

DP-SPM1-     $85     $110 $125 $120 $140 $150 $230 $240 $260 $275 
DP-SPM2-     $170     $200 $225 $290 $265 $300 $320 $370 $395 $450 
DP-SPM3-   $245 $340 $345 $385  $520  $580 
DP-SPM4-   $300 $380 $415 $445  $630  $765+ 

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 SM55 SQ80  SM110 SQ175 SM55 SQ80 SM110 SQ175  

DP-RGM1- $125 $130 $165 $190 $105 $105 $135 $145 
DP-RGM2- $170 $190 $250 $300 $145 $145 $215 $270 
DP-RGM3- $210 $225 $345 $405 $170 $200 $300 $375 
DP-RGM4- $265 $315 $450 $530+ $210 $270 $415 $485+ 
DP-RGM5- $290 $425+ $560+ $640+ $250 $375+ $505+ $600+ 
DP-RGM6- $350 $480+ $635+ $760+ $310 $425+ $570+ $705+ 
DP-RGM8- $460    $425    

We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number   

 SM55 SQ80 SM110 SQ175 SM55 SQ80 SM110 SQ175  

DP-LPRGM3-  $395 $430 $540  $370 $395 $490 
DP-LPRGM4- $360 $435 $485 $600 $320 $410 $450 $545 
DP-LPRGM5- $395 $490 $560 $655 $370 $450 $530 $615 
DP-LPRGM6- $420 $535 $605 $715 $390 $510 $565 $670 
DP-LPRGM8- $500 $615 $720  $445 $585  $690  

 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 SM55 SQ80 SM110 SQ175 SM55 SQ80 SM110 SQ175  

DP-TTRGM4-    $690+    $640+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $525 $525 $600 $780+ $475 $485 $555 $735+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $540 $560 $695 $910+ $495 $515 $640 $860+ 
DP-TTRGM10- $570 $605  $1065+ $530 $555  $1015+ 

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  
 
 

www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com           DPW Solar 
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MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
SOLARWORLD MODULES 

 
 

SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 
SPM mounts are available in both painted steel (-PS) and mill-finish aluminum (-MA) versions. For anodized aluminum (-AA) racks 
add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided. Stainless steel band clamps are supplied with 
each mount for attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or 
through bolts. U-bolts are available on request. 

SWD80 SWD175 SWD230Model 
Number

   

PS MA PS MA PS MA 

      

DP-SPM1- $140 $160 $275 $275 $315 $315 
DP-SPM2- $265 $315 $415 $450 $500 $520 
DP-SPM3- $345 $405  $580  $670 
DP-SPM4- $415 $465  $765+   

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 SWD80  SWD175 SWD230 SWD80 SWD175 SWD230  

DP-RGM1- $130 $190 $195 $105 $145 $160 
DP-RGM2- $190 $300 $310 $145 $270 $280 
DP-RGM3- $235 $405 $425 $200 $375 $395 
DP-RGM4- $315 $530+ $555+ $270 $485+ $510+ 
DP-RGM5- $425+ $640+ $670+ $375+ $600+ $630+ 
DP-RGM6- $480+ $760+  $425+ $705+  

We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 SWD80  SWD175 SWD230 SWD80 SWD175 SWD230  

DP-LPRGM3- $390 $540 $635 $370 $490 $565 
DP-LPRGM4- $435 $600 $705 $410 $545 $635 
DP-LPRGM5- $490 $655 $765 $450 $615 $715 
DP-LPRGM6- $535 $715  $510 $670  
DP-LPRGM8- $615   $585    

 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 SWD80  SWD175 SWD230 SWD80 SWD175 SWD230  

DP-TTRGM4- $525 $690+ $840+  $640+ $790+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $560 $780+ $955+ $485 $735+ $900+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $605 $910+ $1100+ $515 $860+ $1040+ 
DP-TTRGM10-  $1065+  $555 $1015+  

 
*You must specify module when ordering. 
 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  
 
 

www.DPWsolar.com     info@power-fab.com  DPW Solar 
4000-B Vassar Dr NE, Albuquerque, NM  87107  800-260-3792 
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MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
SUNPOWER MODULES 

 
 

SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 
Standard SPM mounts are mill-finish aluminum (-MA). Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided with all racks. For 
anodized aluminum (-AA) racks add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel band clamps are provided with each mount for 
attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or through bolts. U-
bolts are available on request. 

SPR90/95 SPR200/210/215/220
Model Number

  

PS MA PS MA
 

    

DP-SPM1- $140 $160 $275 $275 
DP-SPM2- $265 $315 $415 $450 
DP-SPM3- $345 $405  $580 
DP-SPM4- $415 $465  $765+ 

 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 SPR90/95 SPR200* SPR90/95 SPR200*  

DP-RGM1- $130 $190 $105 $145 
DP-RGM2- $190 $300 $145 $270 
DP-RGM3- $225 $405 $200 $375 
DP-RGM4- $315 $530+ $270 $485+ 
DP-RGM5- $425+ $640+ $375+ $600+ 
DP-RGM6- $480+ $760+ $425+ $705+ 

We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number   

 SPR90/95 SPR200* SPR90/95 SPR200*  

DP-LPRGM3- $390 $540 $370 $490 
DP-LPRGM4- $435 $600 $410 $545 
DP-LPRGM5- $490 $655 $450 $615 
DP-LPRGM6- $535 $715 $510 $670 
DP-LPRGM8- $615  $585  

 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 SPR90/95 SPR200* SPR90/95 SPR200*  

DP-TTRGM4-  $690+  $640+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $525 $780+ $485 $735+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $560 $910+ $515 $860+ 
DP-TTRGM10- $605 $1065+ $555 $1015+ 

 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  
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MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
SUNTECH MODULES 

 
 

SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 
SPM mounts are available in both painted steel (-PS) and mill-finish aluminum (-MA) versions. For anodized aluminum (-AA) racks 
add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided. Stainless steel band clamps are supplied with 
each mount for attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or 
through bolts. U-bolts are available on request. 

STP80 STP175 STP200Model 
Number

   

PS MA PS MA PS MA 

      

DP-SPM1- $140 $160 $275 $275 $290 $285 
DP-SPM2- $265 $315 $415 $450 $450 $475 
DP-SPM3- $345 $405  $580  $600 
DP-SPM4- $415 $465  $765+  $800+ 

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 STP80  STP175 STP200 STP80 STP175 STP200  

DP-RGM1- $130 $190 $195 $105 $145 $160 
DP-RGM2- $190 $300 $310 $145 $270 $280 
DP-RGM3- $235 $405 $425 $200 $375 $395 
DP-RGM4- $315 $530+ $555+ $270 $485+ $510+ 
DP-RGM5- $425+ $640+ $670+ $375+ $600+ $630+ 
DP-RGM6- $480+ $760+  $425+ $705+  

We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 STP80 STP175 STP200 STP80 STP175 STP200  

DP-LPRGM3- $390 $540 $600 $370 $490 $540 
DP-LPRGM4- $435 $600 $660 $410 $545 $600 
DP-LPRGM5- $490 $655 $720 $450 $615 $685 
DP-LPRGM6- $535 $715  $510 $670  
DP-LPRGM8- $615   $585   

 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

 STP80 STP175 STP200 STP80 STP175 STP200  

DP-TTRGM4-  $690+ $780+  $640+ $715+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $525 $780+ $885+ $485 $735+ $815+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $560 $910+ $1030+ $515 $860+ $935+ 
DP-TTRGM10- $605 $1065+  $555 $1015+  

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  
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MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
SUNWIZE MODULES 

 
 
SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 

SPM mounts are available in both painted steel (-PS) and mill-finish aluminum (-MA) versions. For anodized aluminum (-AA) racks 
add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided. Stainless steel band clamps are supplied with 
each mount for attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or 
through bolts. U-bolts are available on request. 

SW20/40* SW50/55/65 SW85/90/95 SW115/120 
SW155/165Model 

Number
SW5 
MA

SW10 
MA

 

PS MA PS MA PS MA PS MA PS MA   
          

DP-SPM1- $110 $135 $145 $145 $140 $160 $235 $235 $265 $255 $290 $285 
DP-SPM2- $195 $270 $225 $290 $265 $315 $315 $345 $355 $385 $455 $475 
DP-SPM3-     $340 $410 $445 $490 $495 $535  $600 
DP-SPM4-     $415 $460  $615  $685  $805+ 

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 SW60 SW95 SW120 SW165 SW60 SW95 SW120 SW165  

DP-RGM1- $130 $140 $145 $195 $105 $125 $130 $150 
DP-RGM2- $190 $220 $245 $310 $145 $195 $215 $280 
DP-RGM3- $235 $285 $315 $425 $200 $245 $280 $395 
DP-RGM4- $315 $380 $435 $555+ $270 $340 $395 $510+ 
DP-RGM5- $425+ $510+ $530+ $670+ $375+ $475 $490+ $630+ 
DP-RGM6- $480+    $425+    

 
We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

SW60 SW95 SW120 SW165 SW60 SW95 SW120 SW165  

DP-LPRGM3- $390 $440 $450 $565 $360 $415 $425 $515 
DP-LPRGM4- $ 435 $480 $495 $630 $410 $435 $475 $565 
DP-LPRGM5- $ 490 $545 $565 $690 $450 $515 $540 $645 
DP-LPRGM6- $535 $605 $620 $760 $510 $565 $595 $720 
DP-LPRGM8- $605 $665 $740  $570 $635 $710  
         
TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 

Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number  

SW60 SW95 SW120 SW165 SW60 SW95 SW120 SW165  

DP-TTRGM4-   $550 $730+   $510 $685+ 
DP-TTRGM6- $525 $585 $610 $820+ $485 $540 $565 $780+ 
DP-TTRGM8- $555 $620 $720 $960+ $510 $585 $685 $910+ 
DP-TTRGM10- $605 $735 $830  $555 $695 $775  

 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  
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MOUNTING STRUCTURES FOR 
UNI-SOLAR MODULES

 
 
SPM Side-of-Pole Mounts 

SPM mounts are available in both painted steel (-PS) and mill-finish aluminum (-MA) versions. For anodized aluminum (-AA) racks 
add 35% to the MA prices. Stainless steel module mounting hardware is provided. Stainless steel band clamps are supplied with 
each mount for attachment to poles. Most models can also be attached to flat vertical surfaces using installer-supplied lag bolts or 
through bolts. U-bolts are available on request. 

US21 US32 US42 US64, ES62* Model 
Number US3, US5* US11

    

PS MA PS MA PS MA PS MA
  

 

        

DP-SPM1-     $85 $115 $140 $125 $140 $125 $235 $240 $265 $255 
DP-SPM2-     $170 $210 $265 $305 $265 $305 $320 $360 $350 $405 
DP-SPM3-   $275 $380 $275 $380 $445 $490 $495 $535 
DP-SPM4-   $330 $415 $330 $415  $620+  $685+ 

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 

RGM Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is horizontal (landscape-mode) and the modules are stacked. Standard RGM mounts are made of 6061-T6 
structural aluminum extrusions. Standard racks are mill finish; clear anodizing is available for an additional 30%. Stainless steel 
module mounting hardware is provided. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model 
Number

 

 US21 US32 US42 US64,ES62* US21 US32 US42 US64,ES62*  

DP-RGM1- $125 $130 $170 $190 $105 $110 $140 $145 
DP-RGM2- $170 $185 $270 $300 $145 $160 $225 $270 
DP-RGM3- $210 $220 $370 $405 $175 $210 $315 $375 
DP-RGM4- $265 $280 $480+ $530+ $210 $285+ $415+ $485+ 
DP-RGM5- $290 $305 $600+ $640+ $285 $390+ $515+ $600+ 
DP-RGM6- $350 $375  $760+ $390 $440+  $705+ 
DP-RGM8- $460    $440    

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 
We offer two leg styles:  
Racks with telescoping back legs are adjustable from 20 to 65 degrees.  
Racks with one-piece legs have adjustment points of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and can be set at 0 degrees (parallel to roof) by removing 
the back leg. RGM racks ship UPS (with the exception of those marked +). 
 

LPRGM Low-Profile Roof/Ground Mounts 
The module length is vertical (each module is in portrait-mode) and modules are mounted side-by-side. 
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number   

 US42 US64, ES62* US42 US64, ES62*  

DP-LPRGM3- $355 $390 $325 $355 
DP-LPRGM4- $455 $505 $415 $455 
DP-LPRGM5- $510 $555 $460 $500 
DP-LPRGM6- $550 $605 $500 $545 

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 

TTRGM  Two-Tier Roof/Ground Mounts 
Two rows of modules with module length vertical (each module is in portrait-mode).  
Material is the same as the standard roof/ground mounts. 

With Telescoping Legs (-TL) With One-Piece Legs (-OP)Model Number   

 US42 US64, ES62* US42 US64, ES62*  

DP-TTRGM4- $550 $605 $505 $555 
DP-TTRGM6- $615 $670 $565 $620 
DP-TTRGM8- $660 $740 $610 $665 

*You must specify module when ordering. 
 
FOR ALL ROOF/GROUND MOUNTS: 

-TL Telescoping Legs -AA Anodized Aluminum (add 35% to above prices) 
-OP One-Piece Legs -NL No Legs (deduct 15% from One-Piece Leg racks) 

 
WE ALSO OFFER CUSTOM FABRICATION 
We specialize in custom fabrication with a reasonable lead time. Please consult the factory for sizes, configurations and materials 
not listed. In addition, we manufacture battery boxes and system enclosures. 
 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  
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